ISC West Keynote Series Summary: LAS and TSA Team Up to Test New Tech

The keynotes at ISC West 2022 attracted some of the most experienced security professionals in the world. In three plenary sessions on each of the three days of ISC West at the Venetian Expo in Las Vegas, experts in aviation, law enforcement and penetration testing informed and engaged the largest conference audiences at the event. ISC News Editor-in-Chief D.J. Murphy attended all three keynotes and will delve into some of the more interesting content you might have missed.

Considering its place as perhaps the biggest entertainment hub in the U.S., securing any of the facilities devoted to the tourist industry in Las Vegas—hotels, casinos, arenas, one of the NFL’s newest and largest stadiums, or its airport—is a gargantuan job. The city’s McCarran International Airport is the busiest...
Johnson Controls Acquires Security Enhancement Systems

Johnson Controls says it has acquired Security Enhancement Systems LLC (SES), a provider of mobile-based, keyless access control solutions used in critical infrastructure, including telecommunication towers for major providers.

The acquisition will enable Johnson Controls to offer...

FAA Gives Drone Research Grants to Several Universities

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) will award $2.8 million in drone research, education and training grants to five universities. Research will focus on three areas: Advanced material, right-of-way rules, and flight data recorder requirements.

The universities receiving grants are...

Other Trending Industry Articles

- ISC WEST TECH TOURS
- ALLIED UNIVERSAL CREATED ELECTRONIC MONITORING DIVISION WITH ATTENTI GROUP ACQUISITION
- ISC WEST POSTS 88% YoY GROWTH IN ATTENDANCE

ISC News Webinar Tomorrow

Keeping it Real: How Flexport and Twitter Manage Workplace Security in Changing Times
The impact of the global pandemic will linger well beyond 2022 and continues to affect how organizations need to protect their workforce, operations and values. Businesses must take immediate action to plan today for what comes next.

Join Traction Guest on Wednesday, April 27th to hear first-hand from experienced security experts from Twitter and Flexport. Learn how they manage their security operations through changing times, with topics including:

- What are their top priorities in the coming year?
- What are their biggest challenges, obstacles and opportunities?
- What solutions have they implemented to build a safe and secure workplace for their employees and visitors?

Register for this exclusive online event to learn the top priorities security professionals need to focus on in the coming year—and beyond.

REGISTER NOW

#iscnews